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Abstract

These case study materials are designed for use with prospective and experienced

teachers interested in thinking and learning about students' writing development.

They were developed from the authors' yearlong collaboration as teacher-

researchers in Lindquist's fifth-grade classroom. Several kinds of information

regarding Billy's progress are included for consideration: transcripts of classroom

interactions such as sharing time and writing conferences; written work from Billy's

writing folder and journal; self-evaluations; excerpts from

interview.

The materials are designed to be used flexibly in a group situation where

participants can discuss their impressions and insights as they study the examples,

draw on their own knowledge and experience as teachers of writing, and work

interactively to form their own judgements about Billy's development as a writer.

The authors offer an initial set of analytic categories for use in interpreting the

examples but also invite and encourage teachers to revise the categories as they

become more familiar with Billy and his work.

Three sections enable teachers to study all or parts of the materials. Section I

provides an introduction to Billy and the context. Section H is organized into three

"phases" and provides information about the curriculum that Billy experienced

chronologically, as well as different sets of examples from each phase. Section III is

organized around two issues: (a) how to document and assess students' writing

development and (b) the extent to which one's practices are consistent with one's

beliefs about teaching writing and learning to write. Throughout the materials,

teachers are encouraged to draw on ideas and insights generated through use of the

study materials as well as to share each others' ideas from their own practice.

an end-of-year group
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UNDERSTANDING ONE WRITER'S GROWTH: CASE STUDY MATERIALS

Cheryl L. Rosaen and Barbara Lindquist'

Introduction

These case study materials are designed for use with novice and experienced

teachers interested in thinking and learning together about students' writing

development. The materials were developed from our year of collaborative work in

Lindquist's fifth-grade classroom where we both took on a teacher-researcher role,

studying our own teaching and our students' learning in a writers' workshop across

one school year. We assume that all teachers, as learning professionals, can benefit

from close study of students' written work, as well as considering information that

helps them understand how students participate in the learning community. We also

assume that teachers can benefit from the time and opportunity to talk with each

other about issues concerning students' growth as writers and ways to better

document and understand their growth.

Instead of presenting a written case of how Billy,2 one of our fifth-grade

students, developed as a writer across the yea:, we organized this set of case study

materials for prospective and practicing teachers to study and construct their own

interpretations of Billy's participation and learning in writers' workshop.3 Several

kinds of information are inclu1x for cor.sideration:

* Transcripts of classroom interactions during writers' workshop (e.g., mini-

lessons, sharing time, writing conferences, whole- and small-group

discussion)

1 Cheryl L. Rosaen, assistant professor of teacher education at Michigan State University, is a
senior researcher with the Center for the Learning and Teaching of Elementary Subjects. Barbara
Lindquist is a fifth grade teacher-researcher at an MSU Professional Development School.
2 Names of students are pseudonyms.
3 See Rosaen, C.L,. & Lindquist, B. (1992).
Silly's learning (Elementary Subjects Center Series No. 58). East Lansing: Michigan State
University, Institute for Research on Teaching, Center for the Learning and Teaching of
Elementary Subjects, our detailed case study of Billy's learning.

8
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* Billy's writing folder (drafts, final copies, writing process summary sheet)

* Billy's journal, day book, and writing record

* Billy's written reflections in units we taught

* Billy's self-evaluation

* An end-of-year group interview which included Billy

The format we chose assumes that teachers will use the materials in a group

context, discuss their impressions and insights as they study the examples, draw on

their own knowledge and experience as teachers of writing, and work interactively

to form their own judgements about Billy's development as a writer.

initial set of analytic categories for participants to use to interpret

but also invite and encourage revision of the categories by teachers

more familiar with Billy and his work.

We organized the materials into three sections so teachers can

of the materials flexibly, depending on their backgrounds, interests,

circumstances. After working with the materials in Section I as an

Billy and the context, it is po- "Ile to select "phases" from Section II

We offer an

the information

as they become

use all or parts

time and

introduction to

to examine, and

to select issues to discuss in Section III. The following provides an overview to help

those using the materials make their selections:

Section I: Tracking Writing Development

Thic section provides brief introductory information about Billy, and

asks the group to discuss their initial impressions of Billy as a writer as
well as to formulate questions.

Section II: Looking at Writing Development Over Time

This section is organized into three "phases" and provides information
about the curriculum that Billy experienced chronologically, as well as

a different sets of examples from each phase. One, two, or all phases
could be studied.

Section III: Examining and Revising Beliefs and Practices

We organized this section around exploration of two issues: (a) how to
document and assess students' writing development and (b) the extent to

2



which one's practices are consistent with ore's beiefs about teaching
writing and learning to write. Teachers are enceixaged. to draw on
ideas and insights generated through use a the study materials as well
as to share each others' ideas from their own practice.

Introductory Activity

Write down a description of your vision of a literate environment and descrit what

you would look for as evidence of students' learning. You and your group may want

to share your descriptions at this point, or you may decide to wait until the materials

invite you to share them (Section III).

3



Section I: Tracking Writing Development

Studying Written Products

New forms of writing instruction such as writers' workshop are requiring teachers

to understand their students as developing writers in new ways. For example, a

teacher might study an excerpt from a lengthy 4:'venture story written by Billy, a

fifth-grade student, to understand more fully what he's capable of.

Read the following excerpt and see what you can learn about Billy as a writer:

Billy reads the part of his adventure story where Nick saves someone

while the family stops off at Cedar Point on their way to an inventing

contest that Nick has entered:

"Help, help help!" screamed a kid. He had been going on the magnum
and the rail had broken on the highest hill. The car had fallen and just
barely landed on the other rail and went down to the ground. But he
had grabbed a rail and was hanging there. "Help, help!" he said
desperately--he desperately yelled.

"I've got it," said Nick. "I'll get my hand and bring him down
safely." He ran to his dad and asked for the car keys and sprinted to the
car. He was just in time. Just as he got there and put it on the ground
the rail the kid was on snapped. What happened next was too fast to
follow with your eyes. The boy was falling fast. Nick frantically hit the
ON button and raised it up and opened the hand. The hand shot up while
Nick was maneuvering the controls. The hand went up up up and sailed
right over the kid's head. Nick had to act fast. He hit the the DOWN
button and the OVER button and grabbed the kid right about twenty feet
from the ground. Slowly Nick lowered the hand and the boy to the
safety of the ground.

That night in their hotel room they watched the thing on the
news. The news broadcasters made Nick out to be a hero. While they
were watching the news the telephone rang. It was the hotel person
saying, "It's President Bush on the phone for you, on the phone for
Nick." Nick answered the phone and President Bush said, "Nick I'm
proud of you, so proud of you that I'm going to see to it that we have a
ceremony congratulating you, and presenting you with a trophy and
$5,000 certificate to Toys R Us."

"Thank you, thank you Mr. Bush," said Nick. Then he put the
phone on the hook and ran to tell the others they were to go to the
White House in Washington DC on the way back from the inventing
contest ...

4



DISC jdSION:

Develop a list with your group that describes what you learned about Billy's strengths
and weaknesses as a writer.

Look back over your list. What did you look for? Why?

What questions do you still have about Billy as a writer? Why would these questions
be important to you?

Talking About Writing

Another way teachers learn about their students as writers is by talking with

them, either during individual writing conferences, or in a group situation where

they are asked to look back over their progress as writers.

Individual writing conferences. Read the excerpts from a writing

conference Billy had with his teacher about his adventure story. As you read it aloud

with your group, think about what else you are learning about Billy as a writer.

Rosaen: I wasn't here last week. I didn't have a chance to
working on. Are you almost done with it?

Billy: Finished.

Rosaen: Completely finished? OK.

Billy: Unless I think of some other ideas.

* *** *

Billy (reads ending of story):

know what you were

"And now, I proudly present Nick with his trophy and certificate." A ripple of
applause came loudly from the audience. Nick was beaming. So were his
parents and brother and sister. Ten minutes later Nick was sitting in one of
the chairs at the White House table enjoying a feast in his honor. "My
compliments to the chef," said Nick.

"This is great food," said his mom.
"Yeah," said their dad.
"Thank you so much," said Nick.
"You certainly are welcome," said the President.

*

"I'm second! The world finals for an inventing contest and I'm only
second! Why not first? This is the first time I haven't been first place in an
inventing contest."

"It's alright dear," said his mom. "Like they say, 'Sometimes you eat the
bear but sometimes the bear eats you."

5
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"Oh well," said Nick, "maybe I'll be first next time," Nick said.
"I'm sure you will," said dad.

Rosaen: So how do you think you did?

Billy: (shrugs) I don't know.

Rosaen: You don't know?

Billy: How do you think I did?

Rosaen: I like it a lot. I think you have some really nice parts to it, like the
way you set it up ahead of time that he had this invention, you explained

where they were going. I like the way you changed scenes--I saw your little

stars on the page to show that you were changing scenes. And I really like
your ending where you didn't make it that he got first but he got second. It

made it seem more realistic. What do you think?

Billy: I don't know.

Rosaen: Is it hard to stand back and look at a piece after you've worked on it so
hard?

Billy: I erased Stan's name because he didn't work on it.

Rosaen: This ended up being your story?

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: When do you think it switched from the two of you to yours?

Billy: This part right here, he helped me with. The whole rest was mine.

Rosaen: How'd that happen?

Billy: He quit and started talk ... he quit working on it and started talking to
people around him, and I was the only one working oz, it.

Rosaen: Ok, so you're the one who got really interested in it and then he just
kind of went off and got focused on something else. Which part do you like the
best here? Which do you feel most satisfied with? (Billy pauses) Usually

when I write something there are parts that I like better than others, like I

feel really good about one certain part and then others are OK, but they're not
quite as good as one part that I really like.

Billy: I like this part.

Rosaen: What part is that?

Billy: Where they're traveling in the car and I'm squished.

Rosaen: Tell me about it.

Billy: I don't know, it just sounds real, because that's what we do.

6



Rosaen: Ok, so you relied on your own experience figure out how to add
those details?

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: What other parts do you like?

*****

Rosaen: How did you come up with you idea for your ending, that he didn't get
first place? How did you get that idea?

Billy: I just thought, because I don't like stories when you know exactly what
is going to happen because the main character always comes out the hero. So I

decided I'd make him not first place and make him not the real hero, but he
was kind of because he did go to the world's finals.

Rosaen: Ok, so he was a hero because he did something special, but he didn't
have to come out on top to be that hero? That's a really neat idea.

Rosaen: What parts about that do you like? ... The way you set that ... here's
where the real adventur° comes in, right? What parts about that do you like?
(Billy pauses) Help me understand a little bit more about how you created this
and thought of these ideas.

Billy: I probably wouldn't have all these ideas if we hadn't, if me and Stan
hadn't had a conference with you.

Rosaen: So it really helped you to talk about it? Did this come from that
conversation where we started asking a bunch of questions like, "How's it all

gonna happen?"

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: So do you think that technique works pretty well for you?

Billy: Yeah.

Rosaen: Anything else you think we should talk about with this story?

Billy shrugs

Rosaen: Now, would you call yourself an adventure writer now?

Billy: I don't know.

Rosaen: What do you think?

Billy: Would you call me an adventure writer?

Rosaen: I certainly would. Who could we share this with?

7



Billy: I'm gonna put it in the library.

Rosaen: It's a great story. Are you gonna put it in the library?

Billy: The school library.

Rosaen: Well, this is a nice story. I was thinking that if you were going to put
it in the library it'd be nice to have a cover for the pages.

Billy: I could get somebody, or maybe I could draw the magnum, the rail
splitting, and the guy hanging on to it.

Rosaen: Yeah, now why would you pick that scene to put on the cover?

Billy: Exciting.

Rosaen: To get people interested in finding out more about it? OK, that would
show it's a real adventure. Now I'd like to hear your opinion on whether you
think you're an adventure writer now, I gave you mine.

Billy: Yeah.

Rosaen: Any ideas about what's coming next for you, once you get this into the
computer?

Billy: Maybe another one, I don't know.

DISCUSSION:

Does this conversation enrich your picture of Billy? If so, what else did you learn?
Did any particular comments or patterns in his talk stand out to you? Why?

Please return to your list of strengths and weaknesses and your list of questions
about Billy. You may want to revise them to fit with any new information.

Group writing conferences. At the end of the year, Billy and five other

students talked with their teacher about what it was like to participate in a writers'

workshop. Read the excerpts below and think about how this conversation is similar

to or different from his individual writing conference with his teacher.

Rosaen: What's it been like to learn to write in your classroom this year?
What's it been like?

Billy: In some ways it was kind of hard because we had to think about ways we
could make it more interesting.

Rosaen: What makes that hard?

8 1 _-
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Billy: Because sometimes you just can't think of any other words to use.

Rosaen: So you really had to stretch your brains this year a little bit, and work
on it a little bit more? Who else has comments?

*********

Rosaen: How different [has this year been compared to other English classes]?

Billy: English classes before we, out of the book we studied things like adverbs
and how to write a letter, things like that. I hated that. Now we write stories
and stuff. I like this a lot more.

**********
Rosaen: Do you consider yourselves to be authors?

(chorus of responses)

Rosaen: OK, I heard Billy say yes, Barbara, you said yes. What do the rest of
you think? Kelly, did you say yes?

Kelly: Yes.

CR: Karla?

Karla: No.

Rosaen: No? And what about you, Iris?

Iris: Sort of.

Rosaen: Sort of, and Timmy?

Timmy: I just sit around thinking about different things.

Rosaen: So do you think you're an author?

Timmy: Not really.

Rosaen: Ok, now some of you said "yes" and some of you said "no." Let's hear
from the "yes" people first. Why would you say you're an author?

Billy: Because authors are people who write stories or books, and that's what
we're doing. We're writing stories and poetry and short books ...

Karla: But we didn't publish them either.

Barbara: Yeah.

Billy: We can publish them if we want to publish them.

Barbara: I published like two or three of mine. I published my "Yesterday"
book.

9
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Billy: I published a couple of them.

Kelly: I published a couple.

Barbara: And I laminated it and I put the binder on the side so now its now its
a regular book.

Billy: So I consider, at least me an author.

********

Barbara: Anyone can be an author if they write something. I don't think that
it has to be published or it has to be out on the market

Billy: I don't either.

Barbara: ... just to make you an author.

Rosaen: OK.

Iris: I think I'm sort of an author now that I've heard what they've said.
Because sometimes I, I write a lot of poetry and I think that I'm an author
because I've been writing a lot sort of in writing workshop. So I sort of think I
am and I sort of think I'm not.

Rosaen: Is publishing the most important part of being an author?

(chorus: no)

Karla: The most important part is probably ...

Billy: ... making it good.

Kelly: Yeah, how good it is ...

Karla: Making it interesting, and explaining things that you write about,
explaining characters, and explaining ...

Barbara: 'cause you might only have one or two really good stories

Billy: I'd rather ...

Barbara: ... and that's better than having 10 or 12 really bad stories.

Billy: I'd rather put some time into one good one than write a couple ...

Karla: 11 or 12 bad stories ...

*******

10



Rosaen: In science or social studies, compared to communication arts, which
kind of writing do you think you're better at?

Billy: [social studies] I'm not very good at coming up with ideas for stories, and
when I do, I can never put them down on paper.

Barbara: Same with me--I can think of something and ...

Rosaen: (to Billy) Oh, I think I've read an interesting story or two from you.

Billy: I don't think so.

Rosaen: I want to ask you what you think the word collaboration means.

Billy: You work together and

Karla: In groups ...

Barbara: You talk ...

Billy: It doesn't have to be in groups, could be just two people ...

Barbara: You talk with someone else besides yourself.

Kelly: You communicate with each other.

Rosaen: For what, what reasons do you talk?

Karla: Get ideas ...

Billy: Get ideas, ?,.nd to help each other make their stories more interesting.

Rosaen: How does communication arts this year compare to other years?

Billy: I liked it a lot more than all the years before.

Rosaen: Did you? What was better about it?

Karla: Everything,

Billy: Yc.: got to do what you wanted, write what you wanted, have as long as
you wanted.

Billy: [In past years] we would just talk about "this is how you write, you
should make it descriptive" and stuff like that. This year we got to use it
instead of just talk about it.

11



DISCUSSION:

Does this conversation enrich your picture of Billy? If so, what else did you learn?

Did any particular comments or patterns in his talk stand out to you? Why?

Please return to your list of strengths and weaknesses and your list of questions

about Billy. You may want to revise them to fit with any new information.

Looking Back

Discuss with your group the changes you made in your original lists as you read the

excerpts from Billy's individual and group conversations. Retrace the following:

a. What did you learn about Billy from reading his story?

b. What did you learn from his conversations?

c. What other kinds of information do you need ,o answer any remaining questions

on your list? Why would it be helpful? How would you get that information?

I2



Section II: Looking at Writing Development Over Time

To understand Billy's writing development more fully we provide additional

information that came from his journal, his writing folder, self-evaluations, a status

of the class checklist, and narrative records. This information is organized in the

same way as our year-long curriculum. Our year was organized in three broad

phases that reflected the kinds of support and learning experiences we wanted to

provide for our students: (1) Laying Groundwork, (2) Initiation, and (3) Delving

More Deeply into Authorship. Within each phase, we had three kinds of goals: (a)

building a learning community, (b) developing knowledge and skill in using the

writing process, and (c) developing literary understanding and appreciation.

Along with examples of Billy's writing from each unit, information about his

participation in the learning community is provided. The following categories listed

below represent to us four equally important learning dimensions that encompassed

our goals for the year.

Learning Dimensions In Writers' Workshop

a. Subject matter learning (e.g., learning to write, understanding and using

the writing process, developing literary understanding and appreciation)

b. Writing a.: an authentic expcjience (e.g., using writing for a variety of

purposes, developing own purposes, deciding on appropriate form in

relation to purpose)

c. I I I I I (e.g., listen to and question

other writers' pieces giving thoughtful, helpful response; sharing)

d. Voice and engagement in writing (e.g., taking risks, trying new

techniques. topics, skills and kinds of writing)

You may find it helpful to use these learning dimensions as a starting point for

developing or adding your own categories as you examine each example and try to

make sense of different aspects of Billy's development.

13 2t)



Examples From Phase I: Laying Groundwork

During the fall months, our class was more structured, with the whole class

working on the same assignments. It provided us with an opportunity to introduce

the writing process, descriptive writing and revision techniques, collaboration, the

concept of sharing pieces, and so on. This time period was devoted to laying a

foundation for specific subject matter learning as well as development of particular

attitudes, values and commitments about writing.

Unit 1: All About Me. We began the year with a whole-class assignment,

All About Me, designed to provide occasions for all of us in the learning community

to share personal information, and to teach students about the writing cycle and

revision techniques. Below are Billy's prewriting, drafts and published piece for this

assignment:
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Example I-A: Prewriting activity to generate ideas
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Example I-B: First draft
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Example 1-C: List of possible leads following mini-lesson
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Example I-D: Second draft showing revisions after mini lesson on adding details
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Exvriple I-E: Final copy published in hallway for parent night

My family does alot of
things together. At

iir-aiw

dinner, most of the time
we eat together. My -
favorite food is
pepperoni lovers pizza
frOm Dominoes. But my '-
mom makes alot of
casseroles. Over dinner
we talk alot about what happened through
outall of our days, like how we did at
school and what we acomplished at work,

we discuss the next
day, yesterday, and
slot of other things.
All of us like to travel
together we go to alot
of lakes ,some of our
favorites are
Houghton lake and

. Jensen lake. We go to
alot of places and do alot of things
together. Me and my dad like to hunt and
fish together and well do alot. I can't
wait until I'm twelve then I can hunt with
my dad but only small game. When PO rot
fourteen rearniltaqkr big
game. That will be
fun! me and my mom
like to cook together
but I can't cook much.
My hobbies are in

the summer I like
baseball, climbing
trees, and swimming.

In the winter I like basket ball and
snowmobiling.
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Example I-F: Brief Portrait of Billy's Participation in the Learning Community

Billy participated in the All About Me unit in a "school-smart" fashion.

He listened politely during our lessons about how to develop leads with a

focus and how to use descriptive details and information to add interest

to his writing. Then he would dutifully complete the day's assignment

and set it aside to return to reading the latest novel he had checked out

of the library. He did not seek out help from his teachers, nor did he

share his work with his peers unless assigned to do so. He only did what

was formally assigned. Even though he discussed possible endings with

his teacher, he did not follow through, perhaps because he did not

perceive it as a requirement.
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DISCUSSION:

What do these examples tell you about Billy's strengths and weaknesses as a writer?

What changes do you see across this writing cycle? Use the four learning

dimensions to take notes on what you have learned about Billy as a writer. What

questions do you still have?

Unit 2: Anima lia. After reading and spending five workshop sessions

exploring Graeme Base's cleverly illustrated alphabet book, Animalia,4 students were

assigned to work with a group to create their own alphabet page. In this unit, our

intended emphasis was on supporting students in learning to collaborate and to

continue teaching them about word choice (adjectives, adverbs) and revision. Below

are Billy's group's prewriting, drafts and published piece for this project:

ti

4 This book was published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, 1986.
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Example I-G: Brainstormed list of possible animals (in Billy's handwriting)
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Example I-H: Drafts of A nimalia sentences (in Billy's handwriting)
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Example I-I: Published Animalia page (Billy typed computer version)
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Example 14: Journal reflections on Anima lia project
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Example I-J (Continued)
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DISCUSSION:

From looking at this set of examples, what did you learn about Billy in each

learning dimension? Does any one learning dimension seem more prominent than

the others? If so, why do you think so? Also consider how his participation and

writing in this unit compare and contrast with the All About Me unit. Take notes on

what you notice about Billy's writing development.

Unit 3: Descriptive writing. This unit focused on helping students

practice the writer's craft, continue working on developing a writing community,

and celebrating a collaborative project. Nine workshop sessions were devoted to

mini- lessons, exploring examples of good description, and group revision activities

that emphasized using the five senses and exaggeration in description. Then

students were assigned to write their own individual contribution to a class writing

project, creating a written tour of their haunted elementary school. Students read

selections from the finished tour at the school's Halloween assembly. Below are

examples of Billy's written exercises, individual contribution to the group project,

and reflections on this unit:



Example I-K: Description of eating an Oreo cookie, using the five senses
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Example I-L: List of details describing a person, using the five senses
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Example I-M: Using exaggeration to make a familiar place scary
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Example I-N: Billy's individual contribution to the class project
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Example 1-0: Journal reflections on Descriptive Writing unit
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3.

Example 1-0 (Continued)
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DISCUSSION

Consider Billy's development in each learning dimension. Also consider how

development in one dimension might have influenced his development in others.

Compare and contrast what you learned from this set of examples with what you

learned from previous examples. Take notes on your insights.

Making sense of Billy's progress during Phase I Each year

teachers face parent conferences in the early fall mouths. The examples that you

have explored are typical of the information available to them when they try to pull

together a picture of each student's progress.

DISCUSSION:

If you were preparing to talk to Billy's parents about his progress as a writer in

writers' workshop, which examples would you select? Why would you choose those

examples, what specific information do they communicate about each learning

dimension, and why is that information important to include? What questions do you

still have about Billy?

Examples From Phase II: Initiation

We call this phase "initiation" because in November we introduced a writers'

workshop format and shifted many decisions we had been making to the students.

They were now able to choose their own topics and forms of writing. We introduced

routines such -as author's day and literature sharing day and continued journal

writing and mini-lessons.

Unit 4: Establishing a Writers' Workshop. We called our next unit

Establishing a Writers' Workshop because that was our purpose. We wanted to

establish routines, open up the classroom format to encourage students to make their

own choices, and to learn to help each other become better writers. For example, we

offered mini-lessons on improving writing quality, revision techniques, receiving

pieces, writing conferences, topic ideas, and published literature on winter topics.

34
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We encouraged students to bring in examples of published literature to share with

the class.

Unit 5: Poetry in Writers' Workshop. We followed this general unit with

a series of mini-lessons on writing poetry during January and early February. The

purpose of the unit was to expose students to a variety of poetic topics, forms and

devices. For example: we explored similes, metaphors, personification; we

experimented with line breaks; we studied ways that authors arrange words on the

page; we talked about what it means for authors to have "poetic license" and issued a

symbolic license to each student. In contrast to our first three units during the

Laying Groundwork phase, these were presented as writing ideas to open up students'

thinking instead of as required assignments or exercises.

The following are examples from Billy's writing folder and journal (November

through January). We have included Billy's drafts, final copies, and his Writing

Process Summary Sheets (if available) to provide additional information about how

he participated in the writing process. To get a sense of the variety of writing and

how Billy spent his time during writers' workshop, you might want to read through

the set quickly. Then use the dimensions of learning to discuss and take notes on

areas of growth more particularly.
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Example II-A: Letter written to Billy's grandparents which he never sent

Name' L

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

1. I am working on a C +c r
(form of writing)

cDrci(-)cl

3

2. Date started:
/lo

3. Writing Process Phases:
Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting efil Ike 5. t 3,4/CV.

Drafting ,Aes //:;-'/, S, 1C,

Revising r(A (3 4/ov, I 3116

Editing
11, e 5. /frov, 13 9a

Publishing

Tuk

4. Deciliter on Sharing:

Date piece was put on "hold" and filed in writing folder.

art5 e (

Data piece was publisheeeWc5 V, 13191)

Date piece was shared: /i/o

(A6gr$6hS, Wei e
1_I

How was it shared? AM

Continued on next page
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Example H-A (Continued)
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Example II-A (Continued)
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Example II-B: True story on deer hunting

Name: C

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

1. I am working on a

about
pe67,(--

2. Date started:

.r 61-LA c
(form of writio'g)

3. Writing Process Phases:
Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

I 470 V \,C4 9 o
Drafting

Revising

hi 20, cl.- 6
Editing

I ti 26, 9- o
Publishing

1

4. Decisions on Sharing: c c --C---

Dats piece was put on "hold' and filed in writing folder:
/t7()_+

1:5ie.

Date piece was published: \ 1,27, 90
Date piece was shared: How was it shared?

oq -Fre e
Continued on next page
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Example II-B (Continued)

Rough Draft
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Example II-B (Continued)
Final Copy
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Example II-C: Essay on Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.).

Note: All students were required by Officer Friendly to write an essay for their
D.A.R.E. graduation, and students had the option of working on this essay during
writers' workshop. Billy shared this piece with the class on February 6.

Name:

WRITING PROCESS SUM RY

1. I am working on a

about

2. Date started:

(form of writing)

3

(*,

Po(
(topic)

3. Writing Process Pharls:

v2
Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

/fr6K2
Drafting 4
Revising

M V
Editing

VO V
Publishing

Poi4,2.g"
4. Decisions on Sharing: 'C

Date piece was put on 'hold" and led in writing folder

e c.(:)Date piece was published:

Date piece was shared: How was ft shared?Sr11

Continued on next page
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Example H-C (Continued)
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Example II-D: Narrative on Billy's family Christmas.

Students had the option of publishing a piece in the school hallway for the annual

"Christmas Walkthrough." Billy decided to publish this piece in the hallway.

Name: C

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

1. I am working on a )44a i-c>
(form of writing)

about YL(I </krzqS
(tope,)

2. Date Cart

3. Writing Pro-ccss Phases:
Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

DC
Drafting

Dc,, 4
Revising

Dec 4
Editing

eC
PiibliT,

CC- - S
4. Decision cn Shanog: maybe pt + 1,, c. /

Date 0E9 WES put n "rolcr and filed in writing folder:

Date piece was -.ut:titsrieci

Dale piece was shared: How was it shared? 4-6

QY

Continued on next page
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Example II-D (Continued)

Rough Draft
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Example II-D (Continued)

Rough Draft
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Example II-D (Continued)

Final Copy
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Example II-E: Christmas trees find-a-word

(created as many words as possible from the letters in "Christmas trees")

Name: [
WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

1. I am working on a vv---i-r+C-r1' -C
(form of writing)

`LAr- 0.7) S r (>
abost

*C-

(topic)

2. Date started: De C . 7

3. Writing Process Phases:

d

Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

Drafting

L c. 7- p
Revising

D cc_ 7- 16
Editing

Dc /-10
Publishing

De .7- i
4. Decisions on Sharing:

Date piece was put on 'hold' and filed in writing fold9r:

Date piece was published: De

Date piece was shared: ec.: 10

PUS- ; vi -co ide r

4/0 I- --( Qr

Now was it shared? .)f
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Example II-E (Continued)
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Example II-F: "Presents" Poem
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Example II-G: New Years Day find-a-word

(created as many words as possible from the letters in "New Years Day")

Name: C

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

I am working on a

tz

A\,c: W° about

(form of writing)

2. Date started:
I

0

3. Writing Process Phases:

I

061 7

Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

1 --
cl -

1 (_.)

Drafting

Revising

Editing

6 `c-0
Publishing

C) 6

4. Decisions on Sharing:

Date piece was put on 'hold" and filed in writing folder:

Date piece was published:

Date piece was shared:

S fan

t -Iv -90

IL-10 _CIO How was it shared?

Continued on next page
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Example II-G (Continued)
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Example II-H: Nintendo find-a-word

(created as many words as possible from the letters in "Nintendo")

Name: [

-INC PROCESS SUMMARY

1 I am wtork ,pg on a cl cc C
(form of writing)

0( ni ojevacio ev,1 cr
(topic)

2. D3te star-red.

3. writing Process Phases:
Fill in dates you worker phase:

PrewfitiAg

Draftrlig

, _ 0

Reviling

Editing

-7--
PublisIV

0 ,-(1\ D

4. Decision o' sharing

Date piece was pto 0""hoid

Date piece was published.

and filed in writing folder: /7611- eLici o'\ 11101d

Date pica was shared : I 2-1 0 -9 O How was it shared? 1A

1 r)

Continued on next page
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Example II-J: Journal entry trying out both prose and poetry on Christmas topic
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Example II-K: Narrative on how Billy was born
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Example II-L: Self-Evaluations

(January, February)

CRITERIA FOR WRITING

Actively participate in a variety of activities to stimulate thinking
before writing.

Develope questioning strategies to clarify writing.

31 Interact with others in order to become a part or a community of
writers.

41 Increase ability to understand that writing is an ongoing process.

51 Participate with other children in editing.

61 Use resources'In writing proJeCtS.

Mid-Term Progress Report

Name:. C
-7,

Date.

11 What do you have to do in order to become a good writer?

21- What is your best piece of writing from this term to date? What makes
it the best? How did you come up with the idea for this piece? [Attach
the piece]

3] What is the most important or useful thing you learned as a writer
during this germ of writing workshop?

zij What are your goals for the rest of the term? What do you want to try
to do as a writer?

Continued on next page
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Example II-L (Continued)
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Example II-L (Continued)

Writing Record

Skills I can use
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Making sense of Billy's progress during Phase II. Our purpose during

these months was to initiate students into a writers' workshop, which required

making transitions from more teacher-directed writing assignments to taking

responsibility for their own writing topics, forms, participation and learning. In

addition, we intended to continue supporting students in improving the quality of

their writing.

DISCUSSION:

Which dimensions of learning stand out to you as important areas of growth for Billy

during this time period? Why, and which examples support your conclusions? Do

you have concerns about lack of growth in some areas at this point in the school

year?

Examples From Phase III: Delving More Deeply Into Authorship

We called the later months of the school year "delving more deeply into

authorship" because we focused on studying published literature to deepen students'

knowledge and understanding of how authors approach their work, and to use

literature as sources of ideas and models of good writing.

Unit 6: Authors' Design. The classroom format shifted again for our

Authors' Design unit. It was time of intensive mini-lessons where the whole class

studied poetry written about and by Native Americans and did follow-up activities. In

addition, students had some workshop time to work on pieces of their own choosing.

It was during this time period (February 15-March 27) that Billy wrote his adventure

story. The following are examples from Billy's writing folder and journal. We have

also included transcripts from three writing conferences and a sharing session.

These are included to provide additional information about how Billy participated in

the writing process and the writing community. As you study tl,ese examples, use the

dimensions of learning to discuss and take notes on Billy's growth as a writer.



Example III-A: January 31 Writing Conference

In late January, just before Billy wrote his self-evaluation (see example II-L),

Rosaen had a conference with Billy to discuss his overall writing progress. One

focus in the conference was on how Billy was using his "writing record," a

booklet in which students could keep track of four areas (adapted from Graves,

i983)5: (a) topics I know and care about, (b) new ideas to write about, (c) skills I

can use, (d) books/pieces I have written. Since he had not used his writing record

at all, Billy and Rosaen were filling out the record together. This led to a

conversation about the kinds of books Billy liked to read, and progressed to a

portion of the conversation where Billy elaborated on his preference for fiction

books about kids his age that include good description:

Rosaen: Would you be interested sometime, in taking on the challenge of
seeing if you could become that kind of person? You weren't born that
way. I wasn't either, but do you think you could work on becoming that
kind of writer if you worked at it hard? I'd be willing to help you with that.

Billy: How would I do that?

Rosaen: Well, I think, if you've been doing a lot of rearing, you can use
ideas that you get from reading to say, "What are these authors doing that
really makes their books good, and could I try something like that?" So
why don't you write down an adventure story on here (she pointed to his
writing record under "topics I know and care about "], and we could
conside- another day, getting started on working on becoming an
adventure writer. And it would take time and hard work; it wouldn't be
something that would happen over night, but it's possible, I think.

Billy: I don't think so.

Rosaen: I bet it's possible.

Billy: I don't think so.

Rosaen: I bet it is. What about stories about kids? You enjoy reading them.
Would you ever consider writing about them? It wouldn't have to be
necessarily a story. Have you ever pretended that you're someone else and

5 Graves, D. (1933). Writing: Teachers and children 4 work. Portsmouth, NH:
Heini mann,
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Example III-A (Continued)

written about something pretending you're somebody else? Like
pretending you're another kid?

Billy: I don't remember ever trying something like that.

Rosaen: Would you be interested in trying that as a new idea to write
about?

Billy: Pretend I'm someone else? I guess ... (1/31)

They left this topic for a while and went on to discuss other parts of the writing

record, including "Skills I can use." Billy was willing to list "read, spell, organize

thoughts and punctuation." He also insisted on including, "can't write an

adventure story or any kind of story" in the list. Rosaen encouraged him to

consider taking this on as a challenge so he would be able to change it from

"can't" to "can." Sprinkled throughout the remainder of the conference were

points of encouragement such as

Rosaen: (looking at a piece of descriptive writing in Billy's folder) You see
that's the beginnings of a story. You could even go back and use that for
the beginnings of a story that you say you "can't" write ... I see another
one here.

Rosaen: A true story about deer hunting--here's another spot that we could
start with for an adventure, to make you become an adventure writer, that
you say you're not ... sometimes writers start with true stories and turn
them into fiction and that's a way they get ideas.

Rosaen: Is there something you think you'd like to work on next in your
writing? Are you interested in taking on this challenge of seeing if you
can learn to write stories 'nd feel good about it?

Billy: (inaudible response)

Rosaen: Or would you rather try something else? (long pause) Why don't
you do some thinking about that, because you won't have time to work on it
today anyway. k 1/3 1)

*****************
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Example III-A (Continued)

Compare and contrast the following segment of conversation to what he wrote in

his Self Evaluation (Example II-L):

Billy: [Writing an adventure story is] something I can't do ... that's

something I can't do.

Rosaen: Are you saying it's something you're never going to be able to doT

Billy: Probably.

Rosaen: Well, let's see, let's see what we can do about that.

Rosaen could sense Billy's reluctance to try something new, and wondered if he

was worried about whether he could be successful at it. As the conference ended,

she reminded him that she would be there to help if he decided he wanted to try.

A few days later, he came up to her and said, "I'm ready to become an adventure

writer." During the next few weeks, he discussed ideas for an adventure with his

classmate, Stan. At Rosaen's suggestion, he also attempted to revise a letter to his

grandparents (Example II-A), but he n' followed through on the revision or

on sending it.
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Example III-B: Broken Heart Poem

(assigned by another teacher to decorate the hall for Valentine's Day)
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Example III-C: February 11 journal Entry
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Example III-D: Journal Entry on Losing a Pet

(Students were asked to write in their journals about how they felt about losing

something that was important to them.)
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Example HI-E: February 28 Writing Conference

According to Billy's Writing Process Summary Sheet, he began writing his

adventure story on February 15. Due to longer mini-lessons during the Authors'

Design unit, workshop time was limited. The following conference with Rosaen

took place after they had spent the available workshop time developing an

introduction to the story:

Rosaen: So, fill me in on what your thinking was about the story. I'm kind
of lost on what you wanted to do.

Billy: Our story is about this dude ...

Stan: Who makes up an invention.

Billy: Nick ...

Rosaen: OK, why don't you read what you have so far.

Billy: I'll read it: "Nick was a very smart boy, 10 years old. He lived with his
dad and mom. He had two brothers and a sister. The oldest brother was 17.
The next oldest was Nick. The next oldest was the other brother, who was 6.
The sister was 2. He had a lab of his own in the basement. His parents
knew he was very smart. At the present time he is working on a radi'
controlled lawn mower. He was about an hour away from being done with
it."

Rosaen: OK, so you've sort of set the scene here. You've talked about who
Nick is. Now, just talk to me about what your ideas are about where you
want this story to go. What are you thinking?

Billy: He could invent something like, I think we want him to invent
something that's been wanted to be invented for a long time, right?

Stan: Or just come up with an invention that we need.

In this segment of the conversation, in addition to becoming updated on their

progress, Rosaen wanted to find out more about what Billy and Stan had in mind as

authors, and then tried to make connections with the Authors' Design unit the

class was currently engaged in. She directed their attention to the Authors'

Design framework the class had been studying, which focused on studying the
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Example HI-E (Continued)

relationship among: topic, form of writing, author's main idea or purpose,

audience, and audience response. The conversation continued as follows:

Rosaen: You can use this [authors' design framework] to plan out anything
that you're writing. It doesn't have to be a poem or whatever. Now you've
chosen your topic, which is that you want. What's the kid's name?

Stan: Nick.

Rosaen: --Nick to invent something. And one thing that we might want to
think about is, first of all, who is your audience gonna be? Who do you
think would want to read this story? Who are you writing for?

Billy: We're gonna put it in the library.

Rosaen: Ok, so it would be other kids about your age? Do you think any
grownups would read it?

Billy: Maybe the librarian.

Rosaen: Ok, so mostly kids your age, but grownups might enjoy it too?

Billy: I don't think they'd enjoy it, it's kind of a kids' story.

Rosaen: OK, so this is a kids' story. All right, now, (looks at Authors' Design
sheet) it says, "Who is the audience?" we've talked about that. Now, "What
do they know or need to know?" You've shown them some things about
what Nick is like. Now, what about this invention? We have to think about,
you were thinking that you wanted it to be some kind of an invention that
people haven't thought of before?

Billy: Something really neat.

Rosaen: Something really neat. So, what kind of reaction are you thinking
you want to get from your audience? What do you want the kids reading
this to think or feel when they're done or while they're reading it?

Billy: That they can be smart too. I don't know.

Rosaen: That could be ...

Billy: Kids their age, .' they could try too.

Rosaen: All right, that could be one thing. What are some other
possibilities? Not just necessarily what they would learn, but how do you
want them to feel while they're reading it?

Lily: I want them to like it.
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Example HI-E (continued)

Rosaen: You want them to like it. Ok, let's work on what it means to like
something. When you like it, what kinds of feelings are you having,
especially with this topic?

Billy: That he's smart.

Rosaen: That would be an opinion that they would have. Do you want them
to be excited? interested? bored? sad? happy?

Billy: I want them to feel interested and want to keep going and keep ...

reading.

The conversation continued for quite a while with Billy and Rosaen (with

occasional input from Stan) playing around with possibilities of different

inventions and plausible circumstances under which an invention would be

included in an adventure story, as well as where the exciting parts would be. She

referred often to their own reading experience (e.g., "Think about what makes

you want to keep reading.") as a way to help them link their reading experiences

to their writing. In addition, she kept emphasizing using themselves as a source

of information to think about what would appeal their audience:

Rosaen: Who would you really be worried about and turn that page to keep
reading if that person got saved?

Billy: Who would you?

Rosaen: Who would I? One of my kids, certainly, or people I know.

Billy: His mom.

Rosaen: Or certain famous people.

Billy: Cosby.

Stan: No, I don't like him.

Rosaen: Or, if it were a character that I just really liked in the story- -
somebody who, once the story got going and I read about the character and
I really thought the character was a neat person. It wouldn't have to be
someone from my real life. What about you? (long pause) You don't have
to decide all this now. Ok, so you've got your scene set, and you've got, sort
of, his invention worked out, now where do you want the story to start?

Billy: Like start right now saying, like, in five days there's going to be,
five days from then there's going to be this contest for inventors.
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Example III-E (continued)

Rosaen: Ok, do you think, would it be helpful to you to sort of make a list of
events of how you want them to turn out before we forget all these, or do
you just want to start writing? Which would you rather do?

Stan: (inaudible)

Rosaen: Do you want to plan out your events a little bit? Sort of like a real
short outline?

Billy: What do you think we should do?

Rosaen: I'm not the one who's going to write this, so, I think either way is
fine. It sort of depends on what you prefer.

Billy: Start writing.
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Example III-F: Fairy Tale (March 19)

Name:

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

1. I Of working on a

about

roir inf,
(fakm of writing)

(topic)

2. Data started: 3-1s -cil

3. Writing Process Phases:
Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

Prewriting

Drafting

Revising

3-13 cf I

Editing
9- I

Publishing 1
4. Decisions on Sharing: U/ Ik 01 fc)14P

Date piece was put on 'hold' and filed in writing folder: 100+ fCA 71-0 vf AO id

Date piece was published: -13- gt

Date piece was shared: How was it shared? I kl

3 In p,

Continued on next page
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Example III-F (Continued)
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Example III-G: March 19 Writing Conference

Rosaen: I wasn't here last week. I didn't have a chance to know what you were
working on. Are you almost done with it?

Billy: Finished.

Rosaen: Completely finished? OK,

Billy: Unless I think of some other ideas.

Billy (reads ending of story):

"And now, I proudly present Nick with his trophy and certificate." A ripple of
applause came loudly from the audience. Nick was beaming. So were his parents
and brother and sister. Ten minutes later Nick was sitting in one of the chairs at

the White House table enjoying a feast in his honor. "My compliments to the
chef," said Nick.

"This is great food," said his mom.
"Yeah," said their dad.
"Thank you so much," said Nick.
"You certainly are welcome," said the President.

*

"I'm second! The world finals for an inventing contest and I'm only second!
Why not first? This is the first time I haven't been first place in an inventing
contest."

"It's alright dear," said his mom. "Like they say, 'Sometimes you eat the bear
but sometimes the bear eats you.

"Oh well," said Nick, "maybe I'll be first next time," Nick said.
"I'm sure you will," said dad.

Rosaen: So how do you think you did?

Billy: (shrugs) I don't know.

Rosaen: You don't know?

Billy: How do you think I did?

Rosaen: I like it a lot. I think you have
you set it up ahead of time that he had
were going. I like the way you changed
to show that you were changing scenes.
didn't make it that he got first but he got
What do you think?

Billy: I don't know.
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some really nice parts to it, like the way
this invention, you explained where they
scenes--I saw your little stars on the page
And I really like your ending where you
second. It made it seem more realistic.



Example III-G (continued)

Rosaen: Is it hard to stand back and look at a piece after you've worked on it so
hard?

Billy: I erased Stan's name because he didn't work on it.

Rosaen: This ended up being your story?

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: When do you think it switched from the two of you to yours?

Billy: This part right here, he helped me with. The whole rest was mine.

Rosaen: How'd that happen?

Billy: He quit and started talk ... he quit working on it and started talking to
people around him, and I was the only one working on it.

Rosaen: OK, so you're the one who got really interested in it and then he just kind
of went off and got focused on something else. Which part do you like the best
here? Which do you feel most satisfied with? (Billy pauses) Usually when I write
something there are parts that I like better than others, like I feel really good
about one certain part and then others are OK, but they're not quite as good as one
part that I really like.

Billy: I like this part.

Rosaen: What part is that?

Billy: Where they're traveling in the car and I'm squished.

Rosaen: Tell me about it.

Billy: I don't know, it just sounds real, because that's what we do.

Rosaen: OK, so you relied on your own experience to figure out how to add those
details?

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: What other parts do you like?

* * * * *

Rosaen: How did you come up with you idea for your ending, that he didn't get
first place? How did you get that idea?

Billy: I just thought, because I don't like stories when you know exactly what is
going to happen because the main character always comes out the hero. So I
decided I'd make him not first place and make him not the real hero, but he was
kind of because he did go to the world's finals.
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Example III-G (continued)

Rosaen: Ok, so he was a hero because he did something special, but he didn't have
to come out on top to be that hero? That's a really neat idea.

Rosaen: What parts about that do you like? ... The way you set that ... here's where
the real adventure comes in, right? What parts about that do you like? (Billy

pauses) Help me understand a little bit more about how you created this and
thought of these ideas.

Billy: I probably wnuldn't have all these ideas if we hadn't, if me and Stan hadn't
had a conference with you.

Rosaen: So it really helped you to talk about it? Did this come from that
conversation where we started asking a bunch of questions like, "How's it all

gonna happen?"

Billy: Uh huh.

Rosaen: So do you think that technique works pretty well for you?

Billy: Yeah.

Rosaen: Anything else you think we should talk about with this story?

Billy shrugs

Rosaen: Now, would you call yourself an adventure writer now?

Billy: I don't know.

Rosaen: What do you think?

Billy: Would you call me an adventure writer?

Rosaen: I certainly would. Who could we share this iith?

Billy: I'm gonna put it in the library.

Rosaen: It's a great story. Are you gonna put it in the library?

Billy: The school library.

Rosaen: Well, this is a nice story. I was thinking that if you were going to put it
in the library it'd be nice to have a cover for the pages.

Billy: I could get somebody, or maybe I could draw the magnum, the rail splitting,
and the guy hanging onto it.

Rosaen: Yeah, now why would you pick that scene to put on the cover?
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Example III-G (continued)

Billy: Exciting.

Rosaen: To get people interested in finding out more about it? OK, that would
show it's a real adventure. Now I'd like to hear your opinion on whether you
think you're an a-1 -..nture writer now, I gave you mine.

Billy: Yeah.

Rosaen: Any ideas about what's coming next for you, once you get this into the

computer'?

Billy: Maybe another one, I don't know.
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Example HI-H: Writing Process Summary Sheet and Partially Typed Version of
Adventure Story

Name: E

WRITING PROCESS SUMMARY

I am working on a _C/4_/:; r
(form orwnting)

about K2
(topic)

2. Date started: 15 - qi

3. Wnting Process Phases:

Prewriting

3

Fill in dates you worked on each phase:

i

Drafting

Revising

Editing

Publishing

2.6

2_15

Decisions nn Sharing: 19 lAt-

Date piece was put on 'hold" and tiled in writing folder: I 9
y1

Date piece was published.

Date piece was shared-. How was it shared?
9__L.

iLlf.C"
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Example Ill-H (Continued)

NICK THE INVENTOR

NICK WAS A VERY SMART BOY AT 1HE
AGE -.)F* 10. 2--111: 1_I Ei to.JI71ti i-4TS
AND MOM. HE HAD 2 BROTHERS

`3F;TER, THE OLDEST S HIS
; OLO E:ROTHEfc, friE NEX

17,11_ 3T ;0-1 Pi 3 NICK, THE T 1--2 E R

'3flCi THEf 4f `AND HIS -614E 4 CA c:

HE HAD A LAB OF HIS OL.41:4 IN r:-1E
BASEMENT (HIS PARENTS 1-4NELA.i HE

LJAS stinwr INVENTOR.; AT THE
PRESENT TIME HE WAS WOREING Oii
RADI13 CONTROLEO LAWN MOWER. HE
t/HOULD BE DONE WITH IT IN PN HOUR.

He had another invention. It was a
box that was I and I half by a hIf
foot that held a contractable pole
and on the top of that pole was a
fake hand. On the side of the box
was a button that made the "hand"
open and close. He was planning on
entering it in a invention contest.
His parents were going to take him
and his brothers and si,Aer to Florida

for it. On the way they were going
to stop i Ohio to go to Cedar Points

*********************
"I'm squished" said Meloney

(Nick's sister). "I don't want to
hear that any more!" replied their

Continued on next page
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Example III-H (Continued)

'Da'd: 'We're almost there.- Finaly! said
Nick. They went to their hotel and
checked -in. Then they went
swimming in the hotel pool until about
6:30 7.`, 171 Tten they went inside,dred
of-C,81-tditrd which

rester aut to which to go. Pizzia Hut+
Vieione9, Jirn,<Nick's

year :)r-cather. Lets go to
sornthing they don't have where we
live. "How itioJt the 'Silver Platter'?
said their Dad. "Isaw it when we
came to the hotel". 0.X, they all
said. So they did.

************************
The next day dawned bright and

clear. "The perfect day for the
perfect place!" said Meloney.
"Yeah,exept I forgot my stereo?"
grumbled Jim. "Pm hungry!" whined
Steven,Nick's 6 year old brother.
"You're always hungry." said their
Dad. Then they ate breakfas4.- and
headed for Cedar Point.**********************" Let's go on the magnum first".
"No" salt-their Mom, "If you go on
somethi so fastifirst You'll be sick.
"We'll go on the ferris wheel first

then we'll go on the magnum************************
"HELP!" HEELLLPP!" Screamed a

kid. He had been on the magnum and
Continued on next page
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Example III-Fi (Continued)

th'e rail had broken right on top of
the highest hill! The car had luckely
landed on the other rail and gone
safely down to the ground. But he
had grabbed the rail and was hanging
there "HELP!" "HELP!" He despratel9
9elled, "I'll get m9 hand things ano

5ave ttOrn! He ran t di his. Dad and t
the car ke9s,went to the caragot his
"hand",arid,ran to the Magnurn, He
was just in time, Right when he got
there the rail broke! The boy was
failing fast! Nick fra7nticly hit the on
button. Then oversup,up,some more.
It sailed right over his head! Nick
had to act fast. He hit the down
button and the over button and
grabbed him about 20 feet from the
ground!
***************************

That night at their hotel they
watched the whole thing on the
news.The newscasters made Nick out
to be a hero. While they were
watching,the phone rang. It was the
hotel lady saying,"Its Pres.Bush on
the phone for Nick." Nick answered
the phone and the pres. said "nick,I'm
very proud of you." "I'm going to
personaly see to it that you get a
trophy and a $500 certificate to
toys-13-us!" " Thank- you,thank-you."
said Nick. Then he ran to tell the

Continued on ncxt page
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Example III-H (Continued)

-others. They were to go to the
White House on their way back Fronn
the invention contest.**********************

The judging of the invuntic)-ns had
star-teiA at 8:30 Am now it was 5!t5
that evening. It was now down to 6
contesi torus,One of them was Nick."
5contestants. Sweat was dripping
from all the remaining contestants
brows. One of them, Ugene
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Example III-I: Billy Shares Adventure Story (March 20)

Billy chose to join an optional sharing session. He said he wanted a turn, but

wanted Rosaen to read his story to the group. When she insisted that he read it he

finally agreed, and read the entire story. Below is an excerpt:

Billy: (reading his story) "Help, help help!" screamed a kid. He had
been going on the magnum and the rail had broken on the highest hill.
The car had fallen and just barely landed on the other rail and went
down to the ground. But he had grabbed a rail and was hanging there.
"Help, help!" he said desperately--he desperately yelled.

"I've got it," said Nick. "I'll get my hand and bring him down
safely." He ran to his dad and asked for the car keys and sprinted to the

car. He was just in time. Just as he got there and put it on the ground
the rail the kid was on snapped. What happened next was too fast to
follow with your eyes. The boy was falling fast. Nick frantically hit the
ON button and raised it up and opened the hand. The hand shot up while
Nick was maneuvering the controls. The hand went up up up and sailed
right over the kid's head. Nick had to act fast. He hit the the DOWN
button and the OVER button and grabbed the kid right about twenty feet
from the ground. Slowly Nick lowered the hand and the boy to the
safety of the ground.

That night in their hotel room they watched the thing on the
news. The news broadcasters made Nick out to be a hero. While they
were watching the news the telephone rang. It was the hotel person
saying, "It's President Bush on the phone for you, on the phone for
Nick." Nick answered the phone and President Bush said, "Nick I'm
proud of you, so proud of you that I'm going to see to it that we have a
ceremony congratulating you, and presenting you with a trophy and
$5,000 certificate to Toys R Us."

"Thank you, thank you Mr. Bush," said Nick. Then he put the
phone on the hook and ran to tell the others they were to go to the
White Hoitse in Washington DC on the way back from the inventing
contest...(Billy continues reading until end).

Now there's one more [piece to hear in thr group]

Rosaen: What do you think? ... Are there any parts that you liked that
you could help Billy know about?

After reading his story, Billy seemed eager to move on. Rosaen, however, raised

the question, "What do you think?" to elicit a response from Billy's audience.

After general comments such as it was "cool," "long," and "weird," a few students

began to elaborate on specific aspects of the story. For example, Iris commented

that she liked the part where Nick saved the kid. He also got feedback that there

vim', many parts of the story that were "creative," followed by particular
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Example III-I (continued)

examples. In addition, Billy was asked how long it took him to write it, and he

replied, "I don't know; two, maybe three weeks."
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Example III-J: Journal Entry Reflecting on Writing Workshop Participation

(March 27)
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DISCUSSION:

As these examples show, Billy chose to focus primarily on writing his adventure

during the available- workshop time. Compare and contrast how he spent his time

and the kinds of things he wrote during Phase II with this unit's examples. At this

point in time, how would you characterize him as a writer?

Unit 7: Authors' Exploration. In our final unit of the year, Authors'

Exploration (April 22-May 16), we attempted to build on students' interests and

explore how authors get ideas for their writing. We engaged students in whole-

group and small-group exploration of book sets and asked students to select one genre

to explore (e.g., biography, memoirs, fantasy, mystery, realistic fiction, adventure).

Especially during this unit, "writers' workshop" looked more like "readers' and

writers" workshop, where students were encouraged to spend workshop time

reading as a source of writing models and ideas. The following are Billy's journal

entries, and self-evaluations. He did not begin a new piece during this time period.

He did participate in various book explorations and typed his adventure story into the

computer (Example III-A). As you study the examples in this set, compare and

contrast Billy's self-report with what you know about his writing and his actions

across the year.



Example III-K: April 22 Journal Entry: Authors are People Too
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Example III-L: Authors' Exploration Unit Planning Sheet (assigned May 14)

Name:

Date.

Author's Exploration Unit

1. What kind of piece are you going to publish?

p eo, ItS-f-Ic Fit 4/or v e

2. What form are you going to use for your piece? ( picture book, poetry,
chapters, etc.)

01d story

3. How will yod decide if your piece is good?

'$ Olheq
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Example III-M: Authors' Exploration Unit Reflections (assigned May 28)

NAME. L J

AUTHORS' EXPLORATION UNIT REFLECTIONS

1.) Look through your writing folder. For each category below make a
list of titles or subjects of your pieces this year.

k g a: : kik

Journal Writing

Fo i-- c ,r ,,,,-s I Cu . E. do t- lc vi c La, fri, k
wr; te/ 0 ikter5,

Personal Stories

14/k a -) CC eo -Po(' eke' /(- \44 eY'S' /r- 414 3 trqd i t-i, C ''L:

Fiction Stories

Poetry

preseA 0 ft-ters,

Plays
nov\--e ..

Fantasy
v011,

Mystery
4 O'^

Other
r 0 eN 'e-
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Example III-M (Continued)

2.) How could you explore BIOGRAPHIES and memoirs to help you improve
your writing?

re_ex, e.

3.) How could you explore different subjects (such as plants, dinosaurs,
history,sports) to help you improve your writing?

4.) How could exploring different types of fiction writing ( chapter
books,illustrated poetry, picture books, short stories) help you improve
your writing?

c ot4/( eccs
fr otett/44,7,

Continued on next page
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Example III-M (Continued)

5.) What kind of piece are you working on now?

111

Would you like to continue working on it or would you like to start a new
piece?

dAe8 4-1\tu c, ccw

P(v171,),11-
J

6.) Which exploration group would you like to join right now to help you
work on your current piece or to explore ideas for a new piece? WHY?

Circle one and tell why.

ti
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Example III-M (Continued)

F-'14;5-Q,,Ten* 14,e (-4 c?-s-.
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Example III-N: Evaluating My Growth as a Writer (assigned May 30)

valuating My Growth as a Writer

Criteria for Writing Workshop

1) Actively participate In a variety of activities to stimulate thinking before
writing.

2) Develop questioning strategies to clarify writing.

3) Interact with others in order to become part of a community of writers.

4) Increase ability to understand that writing is an ongoing process.

5) Participate with other children in editing.

6) Use resources In writing projects.

Name:.

5
Date.

-3 b

Think back over your year in Writing Workshop. Circle the grade that
you feel best describes your growth aq a writer this year using the above
criteria and explain why.

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Improving

WHY?

ecc-(-(/13-c.

tigJ 104 oior bc e l "/cyil

bc,
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Example III-0: Myself as a Writer (assigned May 30)

Name:

Date: DD
Myself as a Writer

Please write your answers to the questions below to reflect on your growth as a
writer this year:

1. Participating in the Writing Process

a. Give examples of what you do to get you to think before you write a
piece or work more on a draft: itx,\

IC /7

read 1°('Oh
ers

s.

b. Give examples of questions you ask yourself to make your writing
easier for people to understand:

c/ivid ef-.371-qi4c1c/r:

c. In what ways is writing an "ongoing process"? What is an example of
a piece you worked on this year that was part of an "ongoing
process"?

?(Otil t/t/O C L 0

b tork f>e0 c/I r a r

Continued on next page
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Example III-0 (Continued)

d. Give examples of times you have edited. this year and the kinds of
things you worked on when you edited:

whev\ -r

(0 ilip(41-ef___
Xr6

c. Give examples of resources you use in writing projects:

2. Improving the Quality of Your Writing

a. Row does thinking about Author's Design help you work on making
your writing better?

d.

/
AUTHOR'S DESIGN

b. Give an example of how you used what you learned in the Author's
Design unit when writing a piece:

Continued on next page
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Example III-0 (Continued)

c. Give examples of ways you have used different jaitag techniull
discussed in the following units to improve your writing:

All About Me (revision. using details)

Anima lia (using details, description)

Descriptive Writing (using details, using 5 senses. using exaggeration) ti ,?.r1 ),

Poetry (use of language, different forms of poetry)

Writer's Workshop (collaboration in writing. responding to others' writing,
author's day)

fode-4-- "cr d <

4. Author's Exploration Unit

How did studying what authors do and examples of books help you become a
better writer? lF %A

Give examples of how you aggii what you learned in writing your latest piece:

en/
1

0 11\ C
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Example HI-P: Group Interview Excerpts

Rosaen: What's it been like to learn to write in your classroom this year? What's
it been like?

Billy: In some ways it was kind of hard because we had to think about ways we
could make it more interesting.

Rosaen: What make that hard?

Billy: Because sometimes you just can't think of any other words to use.

Rosaen: So you really had to stretch your brains this year a little bit and work on
it a little bit more? Who else has comments?

*********

Rosaen: How different [has this year been compared to other English classes]`?

Billy: English classes before we, out of the book we studied things like adverbs
and how to write a letter, things like that. I hated that. Now we write stories and
stuff. I like this a lot more.

***re,******

Rosaen: Do you consider yourselves to be authors?

(chorus of responses)

Rosaen: OK, I heard Billy say yes, Barbara, you said yes. What do the rest of you
think? Kelly, did you say yes?

Kelly: Yes.

Rosaen: Karla?

Karla: No.

Rosaen: No? And what about you, Iris?

Iris: Sort of.

Rosaen: Sort of, and Timmy?

Timmy: I just sit around thinking about different things.

Rosaen: So do you think you're an author?

Timmy: Not really.

Rosaen: Ok, now some of you said "yes" and some of you said "no." Let's hear from
the "yes" people first. Why would you say you're an author?
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Example III-P (continued)

Billy: Because authors are people who write stories or books, and that's what
we're doing. We're writing stories and poetry and short books ...

Karla: But we didn't publish them either.

Barbara: Yeah.

Billy: We can publish them if we want to publish them.

Barbara: I published like two or three of mine. I published my "Yesterday" book.

Billy: I published a couple of them.

Kelly: I published a couple.

Barbara: And I laminated it and I put the binder on the side so now it's now it's a
regular book.

Billy: So I consider, at least me an author.

* **** * * *

Barbara: Anyone can be an author if they write something. I don't think that it
has to be published or it has to be out on the market

Billy: I don't either.

Barbara: ...just to make you an author.

Rosaen: OK.

Iris: I think I'm sort of an author now that I've heard what they've said. Because
sometimes I, I write a lot of poetry and I think that I'm an author because I've
been writing a lot sort of in writing workshop. So I sort of think I am and I sort of
think I'm not.

Rosaen: Is publishing the most important part of being an author?

(chorus: no)

Karla: The most important part is probably...

Billy: ... making it good.

Kelly: Yeah, how good it is ...

Karla: Making it interesting, and explaining things that you write about,
explaining characters, and explaining...
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Example III-P (continued)

Barbara: 'cause you might only have one or two really good stories...

Billy: I'd rather...

Barbara: ... and that's better than having 10 or 12 really bad stories.

Billy: I'd rather put some time into one good one than write a couple ...

Karla: 11 or 12 bad stories

*******

Rosaen: In science or social studies, compared to communication arts, which kind
of writing do you think you're better at?

Billy: [social studies] I'm not very good at coming up with ideas for stories, and
when I do, I can never put them down on paper.

Barbara: Same with me--I can think of something and ...

Rosaen: (to Billy) Oh, I think I've read an interesting story or two from you.

Billy: I don't think so.

Rosaen: I want to ask you what you think the word collaboration means.

Billy: You work together and ...

Karla: In groups ...

Barbara: You talk ...

Billy: It doesn't have to be in groups, could be just two people

Barbara: You talk with someone else besides yourself.

Kelly: You communicate with each other.

Rosaen: For what, what reasons do you talk?

Karla: Get ideas ...

Billy: Get ideas, and to help each other make their stories more interesting.

***Ili**

Rosaen: How does communication arts this year compare to other years?

Billy: I liked it a lot more than all the years before.
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Example III-P (continued)

Rosaen: Did you? What was better about it?

Karla: Everything.

Billy: You got to do what you wanted, write what you wanted, have as long as you
wanted.

Billy: [In past years] we would just talk about "this is how you write, you should
make it descriptive" and stuff like that. This year we got to use it instead of just
talk about it.
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DISCUSSION:

Understanding a student's writing development is difficult and sometimes confusing

because there may be conflicting information to consider. Discuss with your group

whether you see some discrepancies among what Billy says, does, and writes. Use the

learning dimensions to help you support your ideas.

Making sense of Billy's progress during Phase III. We called this

phase Delving More Deeply Into Authorship. With your group, consider the extent to

which Billy did participate in the writing community as an author and what

authorship meant to him. Also consider what he might have learned from his

participation. Which learning dimensions stand out in this phase, and why ....0 you

think so?

Appraising Billy's Writing Development Across the Year

Close study of Billy's work over time raised some perplexing questions. Two

kinds of questions kept emerging:

1. What should count as learning in a writers' workshop? The four learning

dimensions became equally important areas in our planning and teaching across

year. We structured your analysis of Billy's development around these dimensions as

a way of exploring both the process and products of his writing in depth.

*To what extent did you find these learning dimensions helpful and adequate

to explore Billy's development? Why or why not?

*Do you agree that these four dimensions are equally important? Why or why

not?

*Given your own knowledge, beliefs, and experience in teaching writing, how

would you revise these dimensions?

2. Did Billy grow as a writer? We believe he did grow in all four learning

dimensions over time although his development was uneven and sometimes even

seemed contradictory. By considering the nature and amount of his participation as
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well as the products he created, we got a much richer picture of Billy's growth as a

writer (see ESC Report No. 58 listed in footnote number 2).

*Use your own dimensions of learning to decide whether Billy grew as a

writer, and in what way. What examples could be used as supporting evidence?

*Return to your first impressions of Billy's strengths and weaknesses as a

writer from Section I. How have your ideas changed?

*Look at your notes from Section I and think about what assumptions you

brought about what counts as evidence of learning to write. Have your ideas

changed? If so, in what ways? Why?



Section III: Examining and Revising Beliefs and Practices

When we began the school year, we were not certain how our learning

community would evolve, and what changes we would need to make in our practices

that would foster the emerging vision we had for our learners. We were teachers in

transition aiming to support students in making their own transitions from a more

traditional approach to learning to write to benefiting from writing in a workshop

setting. Our study of our teaching and our students' learning caused us to examine

our beliefs about teaching writing and the extent to which our practices were

consistent with our beliefs. This included paying attention to what counts as

learning in a writers' workshop, and how we would go about documenting and

assessing students' learning.

Issue 1: Documenting and Assessing Student Growth

Both our research and daily teaching helped us document Billy's development

as a writer. The following were potential sources of information about Billy's

participation and learning:

* Videotapes, audiotapes and field cotes of writers' workshop (e.g., mini

lessons, sharing time, writing conferences, whole and small group discussion)

*Writing folders (drafts, final copies, writing process summary sheet)

*Student journals

*Day books

*Writing record

*Written unit reflections

*Student self-evaluation

*Planning notes

*Status of the class records (one-page weekly grid of daily notes about what

individual students were doing during workshop, such as writing a piece,

collaborating, reading)
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*End-of-year individual and group interviews

*Teacher journals

Discuss with your group which sources would help you learn about each of our four

learning dimensions, and why. What additional or alternative suggestions do you

have for inquiring about student participation and learning? What are record

keeping devices that have been helpful to you?

Using your notes from Section II, list and write a brief description of the

learning dimensions you would use to guide your planning, teaching and assessment

of writing. List ways you would document student growth in each of your learning

dimensions. What difficulties do you anticipate in documenting student growth in

these dimensions? At report card and parent conference time, discuss how you would

use this information to assess and communicate students' writing development. Are

some areas more important than others? Why or why not?

Issue 2: Clarifying Beliefs and Practice

Return to your written description of a literate environment and what you

would look for as evidence of student learning (Introductory section), and share it

with a partner. Discuss and take notes on any changes or additions you would want to

make. Then consider with your partner whether each of your classroom practices

and ideas about reporting and parent conference time are consistent with your

description. For example, have you said that you value collaboration, but then only

plan to consider individually edited and polished pieces when assessing a student's

writing progress? Or, have you said you value experimentation with different forms

of writing, but require students to finish every piece they start? Throughout your

discussion, think about how you would revise your practice to be more consistent

with your beliefs.

As learning professionals, all teachers need to continually reflect on and

revise their practice. Developing our case on Billy's learning served that purpose
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for us. We hope the notes and ideas you have written down and your conversations

with your colleagues will serve as a starting point for ongoing inquiry into your own

teaching.


